SISSA offers a postgraduate fellowship by means of a competition based on academic qualifications only.

**Title of the project:** “Spatial codes in complex environments”.

**Period:** 3 month starting from June, 2018.

**Amount of the fellowship:** € 1000,00 net per month.

**Travel contribution:** up to € 1000,00.

**Research activity:** the emergence of context dependent spatial codes.

**Requirements:** MSc in Physics, Engineering or equivalent.

**Project:** "Analog computations underlying language mechanisms" (RGP057/2016) - R_ALTR-INT_NEUR_Treves_0339

CUP: G92F16000200007

Applications (see attached form), **together with all the required documents**, must reach the School to the following address: **protocollo@sissa.it no later than 12.00 hrs. on 18 May, 2018.**

For information: **phd@sissa.it**